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R6surn6. O n  s'intc5ressc ici  b la caractCrisation des matiriaux aux ba r re  d'Hopkinson de compression. Nous mettons 
tout d'abord en Cvidcnce, dans un cadre statique sur 6prouvettc classiquc (cylindriquc), les pcrturhations engendries par 
le frottement. le poinqonnement Clastique ainsi quc la flexion parasite. On proposc alors d'utiliser une nouvelle forme 
d'tprouvette. Des simulations numkriques d'essais statiques sur ccs dernikres permettent d'idcntilicr le comportement 
tlastoplastique d'un acier (35NCD16). Une prcmikre sCric d'essais dynamiques avcc cctte m2me gComCtrie a CtC 
rCalide, puis analysCe. 

Abstract. This work is concerned with cxpcrinicntal characterization o f  materials with compression Hopkinson bars. 
First we point out the importance o f  friction, elastic punching and parasitic bending on the results o f  static compression 
tests with standard cylindrical specimens. Thus, we propose a new gcometry Tor the bamplc, and then we conduct 
numerical simulations o f  the new steel sample (35NDCI 6 )  undcr static loading to identify the constant parameters o f  
its constitutive elastoplastic law. The early experiments with these specimens h a w  becn carried out and then analysed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This work is concerned with experimental methods for material characterization at high strain rates, and more 
particularly with compression Hopkinson bars. Although everyone agrees that the Hopkinson method is the 
easiest way to prescribe high strain rates in solids, more and more studies are conducted on the analyses of 
these kinds of tests as the means of obtaining the intrinsic constitutive law of the solid under consideration. 
The papers by A. Lichtenberger et ell. [ I ] ,  and H. Couque [2] are two examples. The former have pointed out 
theimportance of friction on the results of dynamic compression tests. The latter has found that the strain state 
is not homogenous in the specimen. 

We wish to emphasize these results. We carried out several static compression tests with a hydraulic 
press on steel cylindrical specimens 8 mm high and 7 mm in diameter. To press the samples, we used standard 
hardened steel compression anvils 40 mm high and 70 mm in diameter (figure 1). Three phenomena can be 
exhibited during this kind of test. 

Figure I :Experinle)rrul meu~rs (left), ))~i)rrr.s Kircl~/~o~st lr .v .r  1.ersu.r )nitrti.r ln~~~itr idi~rul  1oguritllt11 .vt,zrLt ( r igh~)  

Firstly, since the surfaces of the sample and those of the compression anvils are not exactly parallel, since 
the axis of the sample is not exactly the same as those of the compression anvils and since the piston of the 
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press is not perfectly guided, bending occurs in the specimen. This phenomenon has been captured by illi.;in, 

of a gauge stuck on the sample (figure I). 
Secondly. the effects of both friction and elastic punching of the twocornpression anvils by the spccinlcil 

lead to a state of heterogeneous strain in the sample which may even reach "barrel effect" for laly 
deformation. 'The punching effect can be observed on the figure I. As a matter of fact, Yoilng's moclulu\ 
obtained with the extensometer (88 GPa) is lower than those obtained with the gauge (206 GPa). 

2. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF FRICTION EFFECTS 

The friction effects can be observed on the numerical simulations with ABAQUSIStandard 5.6 [3]. Wc u\i.ti 
axisymmetric elements to mesh the sample and the compression anvils (figure 2). Only half of the SII .LICILISC 

was meshed because of its axial symmetry. We considered an elastic behaviour with Young's moduli~s cqu;ll 
to 210 GPa for the compression part, and an elastoplastic constitutive law with isotropic hardening fol. rllc 

specimen. Two kinds of Mises hardening law were tested. The first was linear ( I ) and the second logari~lllnlc 
(2). All the values of the material parameters are given in table 1 .  A Coulon~b friction model was uscti h)r. 
contact with three different values of the friction coefficient : 0, 0.0 I, 0. I .  

Figure 2 : Mr.slt c!frl~e cot~rp,r.s.siorr rest 

During computation, the axial displacement of point A was recorded. Thus, we were able to conduct Ill? 

standard analysis of this numerical compression test as we did for the experimental one owing to tll? 

extensometer data. This standard analysis erase the friction and elastic punching effects because tllc 

underlying assumption is that there is no friction between sample and cornpression anvils, and that the conl'ut 
surfaces are perfectly rigid. So, we have obviously obtained differences between the hardening law ( I )  or 
(2) and the hardening law obtained from the standard analysis. This is shown on figure8. 

Table I : M~rc,,-iol parnrrrrrr,:s 

The friction and punching effects lead to both a state of heterogeneous strain and barrel shape for tllc 

sample. The higher the friction coefficient, the greater these effects (figure 9). 

Material 

sample 

anvil 

In order to avoid all these phenomena which are still present in compression Hopkinson tests, we propose 
a new geometry for the specimen. Before studying the dynamic case, we discuss the static case. 

3. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE STANDARD AND THE NEW SAMPLE UNDER STATIC 
COMPRESSION 

The new specimen peonletry (figure 3) has heen tested under static compression with the samc comprcs~l~lll 
;~nvils 2 4  explained in kection I .. Neverthclcss. wc i~dded an cxlernal tuhe (figurc 4 )  to gilide the piston tlI'lI11. 
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engine, and thus the bending effects have been drastically reduced. 

Figure 3 : New specimen geometry in mm 

lubricant hk external tube 

\ole for optical I tJ extensometer 

Figure 4 : Experimental set for static compression test on new specimen 

An optical extensometer enables to record the distance L between the two opposite shoulders of the 
sample during the compression (L initial value : 28 mm). Then, an inverse method [4] has been used to 
determine the elastoplastic constitutive law of the steel (35NCD16). The experimental data retained to 
minimize the error between simulation and experiment is the curve taken from the compression strength 
versus L variation (Lo - L). The result is the hardening law (2). As a proof of the good accuracy of the 
optimization, we can compare the numerical with experimental shape of the specimen after unloading 
(figures 10 and 5). 
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Figure 5 : Comparison between experimental and numericalprojile of the sample afler unloading 

NOW, it is possible to compare the optinial harderiing law obtained from the con~presaion test on the new 
Specimen with the har-dening law obtained hy the standard an;~lysis of the compression test on standard 
specimens. Although the two kinds of aample were nude of the same material. i t  is clear that the standard 
"alysis gives wrong res~llts due tu the cornhincd efkcts  of hencling. friction and p~~ncl i ing (figurc 6). 
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Figure 6 : Comparisort behveert harderting laws obtairted with rtew arld startrlard sanzples 

1. NEW SAMPLE UNDER DYNAMIC COhIPRESSION 

Bearing these previous results in mind, we justify the choice of a new geometry for the sample L I \ ~ L I  \I.I;: 
compression Hopkinson pressure bars. As a matter of fact, the sample and the bars are equal in diarncrc.~ .I: 

the contact surface location ( A  and B figure 7). so the friction effects and the elastic punching of thc bar\ .ir: 

drastically reduced compared to those obtained with a standard cylindrical specimen. 
Nevertheless. a new phenomenon appears with this new specimen. Indeed, the latter is more huchlrry 

sensitive than the old one since it  is longer. We used'two guide rings to avoid this buckling. The beiidiiis (1: 

incident and transmitted bars were not eliminated, however, so that the sample did exhibit some buckl~r,; 
(figure 7). 

transmitted 
bar - -  

Figure 7 : Experimental set for dyrtamic compression test on new specimen a), post-mortem sample after dyrtamic test h i  

The early experimental results of dynamic compression tests on new specimens are shown on figurc 1 I 
As we did on static compression tests, we measured the L variation (figure 7) by means of an opticdl 
extensometer. The strength applied on the sample was classically determined by measuring the s t ~ ~ l n  
travelling through the incident and the transmitted bars. Figure 11, we plotted the strength versus L variiltlo[l 
for the static test and for two dynamic tests with different strain rates. Classic results can be observcd. Firj,[l!. 
the higher the nominal strain rate, the higher nominal yield stress, for small strains. Secondly, for large strain\. 
the dynamic yield stress decreases with the nominal strain because of thermal softening. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The compression tests need serious analysis to obtain an accurate constitutive law. Although bendill:. 
friction and elastic punching lead to heterogeneous strain state in standard (cylindrical) samples, the ~ l l o l c  

effects generate an error on static yield stress less than about 2.5 %. Moreover, this result will have 
checked with other metals. Nevertheless, this can be important when considering bifurcation problems 

This study must be carried on especially for dynamic tests. The comparison between standard and 
specimens in Hopkinson compression experiments is an ongoing work. Finally, we think the dynamic 
experimental set can be improved by substituting a single guide ring pulled over the end of both incident ~ l l d  

transmitted bars for the two original ones. 
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Figure8: Comparison between lrardeninglaws, f r i c t i  (nandelasticpurzcltingeflect.~ : a ) e g u n t  ( I ) ,  b )  eqrmtiorr (2)  
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Figure 9:  Mises equivale~rtplastic strain state in ~anzple compre.wed r ip  to halfils irzitial lengtlr rrvifzg eqrralion (2)  
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Oigure 10 : Experimerzlal (left) and nunrerical (right) slzape of tlze sample after ir~rloadi~rg 
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Figure 11 : Compariso~z between tlte static and two dyrzarnic tests 
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